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Personal Income in New Hampshire, 2017
New Hampshire’s per capita personal
income (PCPI) was $59,668 in 2017,
well above the $51,640 PCPI for the
nation. New Hampshire’s PCPI ranked
eighth highest among all the states and
the District of Columbia.

how much income comes from wages,
proprietors’ income, dividends, interest,
rents, and government benefits.1 These
statistics can offer clues to Americans’
financial health and future consumer
spending.

Per capita personal income is an
area’s personal income divided by its
population. These statistics help assess
and compare the economic well-being
of state residents. Statistics for each state
(and the District of Columbia) show
the combined personal incomes of the
residents, including those whose work
takes place beyond the state’s borders.
The data include income by industry and

When not adjusted for inflation, a
comparison from 2007 to 2017 indicates
that PCPI of New Hampshire residents
increased by 33.0 percent. The effects
of inflation play a big part when trying
to assess monetary values over time. In
order to gain a more accurate evaluation
of the change over time, annual PCPI
was adjusted for inflation to reflect the
corresponding value it would have in

2017.2 After adjusting for inflation,
the change from 2007 to 2017 was
13.1 percent.
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Over-the-year, from 2016 to 2017, the state’s PCPI increased
4.5 percent. After adjusting 2016’s PCPI for inflation, the
increase was 2.8 percent.

Per Capita Personal Income by County
Not all counties shared the same economic standing as the
state average. PCPI for Rockingham County averaged more
than $11,000 income over the state average. Three counties:
Hillsborough, Grafton, and Belknap had PCPI within $1,000
of the state average, while PCPI for two counties: Merrimack
and Carroll were between $2,500 and $3,500 lower. Per capita
personal income for the remaining four counties was at least
$8,500 below the state average.
New Hampshire’s PCPI, adjusted for inflation, increased
13.1 percent from 2007 to 2017. The change realized by the
counties ranged from an over 20 percent increase in Rockingham
County to less than two percent in Merrimack County. With
such a wide range of change, insight may be gained by evaluating
the reasons behind the change in PCPI for each county.

Selected Components of Personal Income

www.nhes.nh.gov/elmi
personal income. Three components account for the majority of
total personal income. The earnings by place of work component
is the largest, making up about two-thirds of total personal
income.

The dividends, interest, and rent component consists of personal
dividend income, personal interest income, and rental income of
persons with capital consumption adjustment.3
The third component, personal transfer receipts, represent
payments to persons for which no services have been performed.
Some sources for this component include retirement, disability
and medical payments, income maintenance benefits, and
unemployment compensation benefits. The timing of the most
recent recession coincided with the year that the first of the baby
boom generation turned age 62 years (2008), becoming eligible
for early Social Security retirement benefits. The simultaneous
timing of these two events masked clear indications if changes
in personal transfer payments during the period were the result of
the recession and an increase in unemployment compensation
benefits, or an increase in retirement payments to an expanding
population of eligible retirees.

The change in PCPI is attributable not only to changes in
population but also to changes to the components that compose

2017 Per Capita Personal Income by County
Rockingham County

$70,788

Hillsborough County

$60,064

Grafton County

$59,356

Belknap County

$59,032

MerrimacK County

$56,948

Carroll County

$56,145

Cheshire County

$51,153

Sullivan County

$50,644

Straﬀord County

$49,339

Coös County

$41,866

New Hampshire

$59,668
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis

Rental income of persons with capital consumption adjustment is defined by the Bureau of Economic Analysis as “Earnings from the rental of real property by persons who are not primarily
engaged in the real estate business. It also includes the imputed net rental income of owner-occupants and the royalties received by persons from patents, copyrights, and rights to natural
resources.”
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Changes in Selected
Components of
Personal Income by
County4

Selected Components of Belknap County Total Personal Income - Adjusted 2017 Dollars
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PCPI for Belknap
County was $59,032,
slightly below that of
the state average and
ranking fourth highest
among New Hampshire
counties. PCPI increased
19.5 percent in adjusted
values from 2007 to
2017, the second largest
among the counties,
and was driven by
steady increases in
dividends, interest and
rent and transfer receipts
components.
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PCPI for Carroll County
was $56,145, over
$3,500 below of that
of the state average and
ranking sixth out of ten
New Hampshire
counties. PCPI for this
county had the increased
18.8 percent in adjusted
values from 2007 to
2017, third largest gain,
due to steady increases
in the dividends, interest
and rent component of
personal income during
the period.
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$481,957

$538,256

$559,434

$534,832

$544,974

$554,236

$573,267

$615,196

$642,319

$654,148

$546,266

$558,814
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$617,495

$696,003
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$1,784,647

$1,679,605

$1,705,208

$1,701,675

$1,667,033

$1,683,070

$1,706,770

$1,725,153

$1,784,674

$1,805,167

$1,851,750
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$444,926

Selected Components of Carroll County Total Personal Income - Adjusted 2017 Dollars

(thousands of dollars)

Carroll County
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2007
2007

2008
2008

2009
2009

2010
2010

2011
2011

2012
2012

2013
2013

2014
2014

2015
2015

2016
2016

2017
2017

$388,156

$419,932

$466,945

$490,014

$534,517

$471,956

$474,749

$489,070

$523,233

$556,049

$567,551

$613,180

$621,036

$563,616

$526,053

$583,150

$673,585

$673,793

$700,704

$729,931

$769,051

$793,807

$1,256,694

$1,188,622

$1,227,195

$1,293,738

$1,288,218

$1,296,297

$1,279,984

$1,253,946

$1,282,040

$1,291,554

$1,309,299

Note: Selected scales of county per capita personal income are not comparable.
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Selected Components of Cheshire County Total Personal Income - Adjusted 2017 Dollars
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PCPI for Cheshire
County was $51,153,
more than $8,500 below
PCPI of the state and
ranking seventh out of
ten New Hampshire
counties. PCPI for
the county increased
by 15.1 percent in
adjusted values from
2007 to 2017 due to
steady increases in the
dividends, interest and
rent component of
personal income during
the period.
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2007
2007

2008
2008

2009
2009

2010
2010

2011
2011

2012
2012

2013
2013

2014
2014

2015
2015

2016
2016

2017
2017

$517,902

$564,393

$614,214

$641,382

$608,956

$611,273

$608,948

$636,606

$682,834

$716,323

$732,187

$678,171

$659,613

$583,195

$601,524

$691,232

$762,557

$745,794

$763,752

$803,202

$819,647

$841,692

$2,249,202

$2,222,774

$2,286,706

$2,282,440

$2,216,634

$2,204,019

$2,172,811

$2,138,743

$2,212,441

$2,192,432

$2,251,199

Selected Components of Coös County Total Personal Income - Adjusted 2017 Dollars
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Coös County had a
PCPI of $41,866, the
lowest PCPI out of the
ten New Hampshire
counties, almost $18,000
below PCPI of the state.
Despite declines in
earnings by place of work,
increases in the personal
current transfer receipts
component of personal
income boosted the
PCPI for the county by
12.1 percent in adjusted
values from 2007 to
2017.
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$337,571

$359,956

$399,827

$397,847

$381,051

$373,867

$371,645

$383,616

$407,552

$431,359

$439,451

Dividends, interest, and rent

$180,786

$184,204

$188,787

$188,829

$204,941

$221,450

$227,502

$227,347

$239,972

$235,509

$243,028

Earnings by place of work

$778,605

$732,058

$739,289

$739,037

$706,008

$691,351

$709,140

$688,556

$687,061

$689,861

$700,331
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Selected Components of Grafton County Total Personal Income - Adjusted 2017 Dollars
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PCPI for Grafton
County was $59,356,
only $300 shy of the
state value and ranking
third highest out of the
ten New Hampshire
counties. PCPI for
the county increased
by 16.7 percent in
adjusted values from
2007 to 2017 due to
steady increases in
the dividends, interest
and rent and personal
current transfer receipts
components during the
period.
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2007
2007

2008
2008

2009
2009

2010
2010

2011
2011

2012
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2013
2013

2014
2014

2015
2015

2016
2016

2017
2017

$600,199

$646,393

$704,496

$737,423

$709,534

$711,614

$712,140

$744,310

$798,402

$834,719

$854,818

Dividends, interest, and rent

$1,027,587

$921,505

$826,469

$873,115

$936,183

$1,053,944

$1,048,858

$1,156,734

$1,224,441

$1,296,947

$1,335,420

Earnings by place of work

$4,049,043

$3,940,997

$4,120,266

$4,250,410

$4,132,435

$4,191,743

$4,185,773

$4,248,348

$4,395,684

$4,443,269

$4,477,582

Selected Components of Hillsborough County Total Personal Income - Adjusted 2017 Dollars

Hillsborough County
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PCPI for Hillsborough
County was $60,064,
one of the two counties
with a PCPI above that
of the state. Although
PCPI ranked second
highest among
New Hampshire
counties, this county
had the second smallest
increase, gaining
8.2 percent in adjusted
values from 2007 to
2017, due to stagnant
growth in the dividends,
interest and rent
component and slow
gains in earnings by
place of work during the
period.
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2016

2017
2017

$2,263,835

$2,495,528

$2,769,346

$2,935,044

$2,784,514

$2,786,167

$2,780,222

$2,907,197

$3,111,217

$3,270,339

$3,334,326

$3,886,697

$3,796,479

$3,767,263

$3,337,027

$3,882,114

$4,470,196

$4,068,539

$3,740,514

$3,710,343

$3,740,628

$3,843,607

$16,559,547

$15,903,287

$15,763,921

$15,940,937

$16,081,606

$16,207,856

$16,159,055

$16,795,688

$17,300,427

$17,712,683

$18,237,003
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PCPI for Merrimack
County was $56,948, a
little more than $2,700
lower than the state,
and ranking fifth out of
the ten New Hampshire
counties. PCPI for the
county increased by
1.8 percent in adjusted
values from 2007 to
2017, the smallest gain
among the counties.
Despite increases in the
dividends, interest and
rent component and the
personal current transfer
receipts component,
irregular earnings by
place of work during the
period dampened overall
income growth.

Selected Components of Merrimack County Total Personal Income - Adjusted 2017 Dollars
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Merrimack County
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2008
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2009
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2010
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2013
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2014

2015
2015

2016
2016

2017
2017

$1,013,471

$1,105,287

$1,170,236

$1,131,857

$1,128,087

$1,141,606

$1,208,103

$1,317,663

$1,405,828

$1,428,555

Dividends, interest, and rent

$1,162,651

$1,157,187

$1,095,430

$1,081,034

$1,170,191

$1,272,777

$1,312,389

$1,402,641

$1,435,448

$1,461,328

$1,504,608

Earnings by place of work

$6,513,110

$6,154,314

$6,704,603

$7,200,889

$6,771,685

$6,651,155

$6,202,124

$5,911,455

$5,789,073

$5,876,833

$6,068,851

Selected Components of Rockingham County Total Personal Income - Adjusted 2017 Dollars

Rockingham County
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PCPI for Rockingham
County was $70,788, the
highest among all
New Hampshire
counties, and more than
$11,000 above that
of the state. PCPI for
Rockingham increased
by 20.1 percent in
adjusted values from
2007 to 2017, the largest
among the counties, even
after significant losses in
earnings by place of work
during the recession
years.
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$1,563,145

$1,732,894

$1,895,157

$2,011,548

$1,956,000

$1,976,097

$1,980,192

$2,066,116

$2,209,502

$2,322,448

$2,373,119

$2,710,851

$2,615,579

$2,430,915

$2,501,125

$2,773,489

$3,152,150

$3,001,977

$3,231,556

$3,379,099

$3,479,201

$3,572,939

$11,343,458

$10,280,670

$10,425,757

$10,949,399

$10,891,475

$11,286,613

$11,429,503

$11,828,536

$12,404,612

$12,735,878

$13,368,020
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PCPI for Strafford
County was $49,339,
more than $10,300
below the PCPI for the
state and ranking ninth
out of the ten
New Hampshire
counties. PCPI for
the county increased
by 15.0 percent in
adjusted values from
2007 to 2017 due to
steady increases in each
of the three selected
components of personal
income during the
period.

Selected Components of Straﬀord County Total Personal Income - Adjusted 2017 Dollars
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PCPI for Sullivan
County was $51,644,
roughly $9,000 below
of that of the state and
ranking eighth out of
the ten New Hampshire
counties. PCPI for the
county increased by
15.8 percent in adjusted
values from 2007 to
2017, largely from
from increases in the
dividends, interest and
rent component and the
personal current transfer
receipts component,
though income gains
from earnings by place of
work during the period
were weak.
Anita Josten
Economist

2007
2007

2008
2008

2009
2009

2010
2010

2011
2011

2012
2012

2013
2013

2014
2014

2015
2015

$712,372

$790,295

$876,148

$921,163

$878,127

$870,618

$857,509

$896,732

$955,564

2016
2016

2017
2017

$1,004,884

$1,023,101

$723,283

$727,326

$716,939

$708,556

$768,716

$831,352

$838,569

$880,010

$939,160

$943,992

$969,335

$3,282,396

$3,333,075

$3,405,350

$3,518,137

$3,513,123

$3,496,643

$3,524,277

$3,584,291

$3,727,689

$3,791,841

$3,934,609

Selected Components of Sullivan County Total Personal Income - Adjusted 2017 Dollars
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Sullivan County
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$320,739

$345,267

$376,797

$394,091

$370,435

$371,799

$365,916

$379,985

$404,264

$426,156

$436,334

Dividends, interest, and rent

$334,982

$314,911

$298,468

$297,259

$326,041

$354,221

$361,346

$409,269

$400,672

$387,262

$397,384

Earnings by place of work

$967,812

$902,827

$917,059

$940,804

$921,622

$963,728

$960,993

$971,965

$987,460

$986,495

$981,620
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